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Introduction

The plan of this paper is to review the role of the US in the evolution of international

energy security in the past; to examine the present situation and outlook for

international energy trade and investment on which the US, and most major consuming

countries depend, and, finally, to speculate about the possible effect on energy security

of the “war against terrorism.”

Key points are the following:

• The energy policy problematique today is different from that of the 1970s; new

analysis is needed.

• Energy imports will continue to grow for the US and most industrial countries –

their imports will soon be overtaken by imports to developing countries.

• The economic dependence on energy imports is less than the physical dependence:

energy is only a fraction of total imports.

• For the US, it is dependence on oil imports for transportation that matters: fuel for

power generation is not import-dependent.

• The conventional outlook1 for international energy trade does not constitute a crisis.

There are uncertainties: the rate of growth of demand in developing countries, the

possibilities of temporary disruptions of oil exports, a “stop-go” cycle on

investment, with cycles in prices for oil and gas, long term changes towards

sustainability in the demand structure for energy. 

• The market power of OPEC as a “cartel” is limited: its capacity covers just over

40% of the oil market and 16% of the energy demand of the world. Production

                                           
∗ This paper presents the opinion of the author only, who is also responsible for all errors.
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outside OPEC is equivalent to world demand for oil as a transport fuel (about 50%

of total oil consumption) plus about 20% of oil consumption for other purposes. By

2020 non-OPEC oil production capacity should still cover world transportation

demand2. The non-transport section of the oil market is open in the long run to

competition from natural gas, coal, nuclear and non-fossil energies. There is also a

tendency to competition within OPEC. This will be aggravated in the future when

market shares depend on investment (which OPEC has never regulated) rather than

the allocation of quotas for the use of existing capacity, which has been the case for

the past twenty years.

The ageing icons

Icons of oil security for the US – and for Europe – have been set by the experience of

the 1970s. Imports were rising rapidly. Production in the US had begun to decline (and

had not begun to grow in Europe). In the Middle East – the source of growing imports –

British influence over foreign policy and security had almost disappeared. Nationalist

governments developed their independence by skilful positioning between the still-

powerful Soviet Union and the Western powers. Israel was at war with most of its

neighbours. Middle Eastern governments were taking control of their foreign-owned oil

industries. 

In 1973 the sellers’ market in oil combined with another war in Palestine and the

momentum of nationalisation to produce a series of events which shocked importers:

the negotiation of oil prices was abandoned; in future producers would set them, and

production levels. A short-lived embargo, on top of the unseasonably high winter oil

demand, created temporary but real shortages of supply in importing countries,

especially the US. Confused attempts by governments to control domestic prices

ensured that the supplies which were available were badly allocated. The real shortages,

queues at gasoline stations and the political uncertainties about future embargoes

generated a momentum for importing countries to try – not always successfully- to co-

operate amongst themselves. The US led the formations of the International Energy

                                                                                                                               
1 In this paper, projections generally refer to the Reference Case of the International Energy
Outlook, Energy Information Administration, US Department of Energy, Washington 2002 (IEO
2002).
2 IEO 2002 Tables A4 and E1.
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Agency. Co-operation failed to prevent a scramble for supply and a price shock when an

entirely local disruption – the Iranian revolution – produced an apparent shortage of

supply in the winter of 1978-9. 

National energy policies (or European Energy Policies) focussed on “import”

dependence and domestic measures through the 1980s – with little success. They did

not make economic sense in the face of falling oil prices and increasing exports from

non-OPEC producers. The economic philosophy of the time was turning against budget

deficits, price controls, subsidies, and the micromanagement of economic sectors.

Another world order

The 1990s changed the context of energy security. The collapse of the Soviet Union

removed restraints to Western policies in the Gulf, and the Gulf war demonstrated the

ability of the US, acting under the UN treaty and resolutions, to protect energy

exporters. There was a peace process in Palestine. In the oil markets surplus, rather than

shortage, had been the rule since the price peaks of the early 1980s had changed

demand and increased supply worldwide. Since 1986 oil prices had in real terms been

around their mid-1970s level (about $24/bbl in today’s money). Among the importers,

growing energy trade remained the rule, except in some countries, like France where

many nuclear power plants had been built in the 1970s and early 1980s.

These developments made the icons of the previous decades a seriously obstacle for the

development of national energy security policies. At the same time “energy policy”

slipped down the political agendas of most importing countries. The question came back

on political agendas after the oil price collapse of 1998-99, and subsequent spike in

2000. This fin-de-siecle volatility had no direct political cause. Asian demand collapsed

in 1998 as part of a general economic collapse. The OPEC oil producers, for internal

reasons, preferred to increase rather than reduce production quotas, and not until 1999

and 2000 was “discipline” re-established among producers – with the co-operation of

Mexico, Norway, and Russia (where the oil industry had been privatised in the 1990s).

These countries supported OPEC in 1999 on the purely economic issue of oil prices.

They were not supporters of the political Arab oil embargo of 1973. The Norwegian

State oil company and the Russian oil industry are in the process of privatisation, in

contrast to the trend of nationalisation favoured by OPEC countries in the 1970s.
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Just as they had delayed their response to falling demand in 1998, in 2000 the OPEC

producers delayed their response to a rising demand for exports in 2000, seeking to

rebalance prices within a $22-28 average “OPEC basket” - over the levels which had

prevailed since 1986. As in 1998. the delay meant that prices overshot – this time above

the OPEC target. So it happened that, in the summer of 2000, politicians in the Atlantic

democracies were faced by protests against taxes and prices in Europe, an electrical

power crisis in California, and some temporary shortages of oil products in the North

East US. Energy policy reviews have followed in the US, Europe, and Japan, and other

importing countries. That is the debate we are in today. 

The first step for useful analysis is to put the icons on one side. Then it is necessary to

accept that international trade and investment in energy is the dominant feature of

energy supply and consumption for most of the world today. Finally, to recognise that

the pre-eminence of trade is unlikely to change much over the next twenty years. This is

not necessarily a bad thing. Phrases like “dependence”, “shortfall” and “self-

sufficiency” prejudice the argument . Trade is normally mutually beneficial in energy as

in other things. The practical policy questions are how, without excessive cost, to

manage the risks and remedy, so far as is possible, the weaknesses of this international,

interdependent system.

The US position today

In energy, as in much else, the US is like no other country. In the US, average energy

consumption per capita (nearly 9 tonnes of oil equivalent per year) is higher than in

most other countries and five and half times the world average. But in the US, in

contrast to many countries, per capita energy consumption is no higher than it was in

1973. Since 1973, the US has reduced energy consumption per $ of GDP by about

40%3. Its percentage share of world energy use has declined by 5% and the percentage

share of oil in the US energy market has fallen by 4%. If there is an energy challenge at

the beginning of the 21st century, it is not due to any special developments in the US. It

is true that US imports have been growing (and are projected to continue to grow) but

that is the case for all major consuming countries except Russia and Canada, which are

exporters. There are good reasons for this: the classic reasons for international trade.

                                           
3 Annual Energy Review, US Department of Energy, 2001 Table 1.5.
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The exporting countries have cheap resources (many of them have very little else). They

benefit from exports. For most importing countries domestic fuel production is either

more expensive (as in the case of fossil fuels in Europe and oil and gas in the US) or the

geology is wrong (Japan, Korea). It is a reflection of the power of the “energy policy

icons” that the phrase “import dependence” has defined the debate rather than the

generally positive label of “trade”.

If we think about energy imports and exports in the context of trade and economics,

“dependence” should be measured in terms of values, rather than volumes. How much

of an importing country’s capacity to earn foreign currency by exporting other goods

and services is used to pay for energy imports? The answer obviously depends partly on

relative prices, as well as volumes, but the “dependence” numbers for the value of

energy trade are much lower than for volume, since energy is only a fraction of the total

trade of most energy importing countries.  In 1999 with oil at its post-1986 average

price, energy imports (mainly oil) were equivalent to around 10% of the value of US

merchandise exports. Energy imports absorbed a slightly higher proportion of the export

earning of the EU than for Japan, Korea, India or Brazil, whose manufactured goods

compete with those of the US. The table shows this.

1999
Total merchandise

exports energy imports
energy imports as %

of merchandise exports
$billion $ billion %

China 195.2 8.9 4.6
Thailand 58.4 4.8 8.0
EU (net) 795.6 78.7 9.9
US (net) 695.2 79.3 9.5
Japan 419.4 49.9 11.9
Brazil 48.0 5.8 12.1
Korea, Rep. of 144.7 22.9 15.8
India 36.6 10 27.4

Source: EU: External and intra-EU trade. Statistical yearbook 1958-99 Eurostat 2000
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The US share of world oil imports is likely to remain around 25%, while the European

share falls from 32% to 22% in the IEO reference projection to 20204. The main

increase is in developing countries, mainly in Asia. Developing countries, as a group

have since 1995 consumed more oil than the US. Their share – and importance in the

world oil market, will continue to grow.

The devil in the details

Energy is not a commodity: what are consumed are oil products, natural gas, and

electricity.  The choice of fuel for power generation depends on costs of transport,

environmental externalities, and assignments to base loads, and siting as well as the cost

of fuel. But the US, more than most importing countries, has the capacity to avoid

imports of fuel for power generation by exploiting domestic resources which are

competitive with imported alternatives. Coal from the western US is cheaper than oil for

power generation and (depending on sulphur content) can set a limit to the prices for

imported natural gas in the long term. US nuclear and hydro power generation is

comparable with US coal. In other US markets, electricity is replacing the direct use of

coal and oil products in industry, households and commercial heating. US electricity

from domestic sources is likely to be competitive in cost with electricity in most other

major industrial countries except when the markets are perverted by inappropriate

regulation, as in California in 2000. The question of energy imports is mainly a question

of fuel for transportation, rather a question for the U.S. economy generally.

Over two thirds of the oil consumed in the US is consumed in the transportation sector -

a higher proportion than in most industrial countries. There is limited scope for

switching oil from other sectors to maintain the transport system. In the long term it

may be possible to develop a transportation system based on the use of hydrogen

(generated from US coal). The problem of CO2 emitted by making hydrogen from coal

remains to be solved in an economic fashion. There is some scope for increased use of

agricultural and wood alcohol (already mandated in the US for a small proportion of

gasoline use). The economics of the present “gasohol” programme, let alone any major

expansion, are questionable. This means that transportation in the US depends on oil, of

                                           
4 IEO 2002 Table 11.
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which the proportion to be supplied by imports from outside North America is likely to

approach 70% by 20205 in the EIA 2002 reference case forecasts. In this respect the US

shares the oil security problems, such as they are, of Europe and Asia. But for the US,

the security of fuel supply for transportation has a particular twist. 

As the “world superpower” the US has to consider how to preserve its military and

economic capabilities (the two are connected) in the event of a collapse of the

international system. The remedy which we saw emerging in the 1990s, is simply that

military power can be used to secure supplies from the international market. All

importers benefit from this and may be regarded as enjoying something of a “free ride”.

A longer-run alternative would be a combination of limiting the growth of fuel use for

transport (and substituting hydrogen derived from US domestic coal) as a transport fuel.

The latter is favoured by the Bush administration’s substitution of hydrogen

programmes for the more widely targeted “Partnership for a New Generation of

Vehicles (PNGV).6

The outlook for world oil

The outlook for world energy, including oil, for a twenty-year period is reviewed

annually by the Energy Information Administration of the US Department of Energy.

The International Energy Agency publishes a full review every two years alternating

with a specialised review 7. The “reference cases” in these projections for overall energy

demand differ slightly, due mainly to slightly different assumptions about rates of

economic growth, and there are some regional and fuel sector differences. The main

messages of the reference cases are sufficiently similar to represent the current

“conventional wisdom”8. They are:

• Between 2000 and 2020 world energy consumption will grow about 60%.

                                           
5 Tables A4 and E1, IEO 2002. 
6 H Josef Hebert, Associated Press Jan 10.2002 Environmental News Network.
7 International Energy Outlook 2002, EIA, DOE, 2002-08-08; World Energy Outlook 2000, IEA
2000; World Energy Outlook 2001, IEA 2001.
8 Comparisons with the very similar projections by the International Energy Agency in their
World Energy Outlook 2000 (WEO 2000) are given in Chapter 2 of The New Economy of Oil by
John Mitchell et al. RIIA/Earthscan, 2001.
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• Developing countries as a group will consume more energy than the developed

countries as a group before 20209.

• The share of energy supplied by gas will increase in almost all regions and almost

all market sectors, except transportation.

• Oil supplies will be adequate, and competition sufficient, to meet an increase in oil

demand of slightly less than 60%, to 111 million barrels per day in the IEA and 118

mbd in the EIA reference case, without a major change in long run average price

levels. The IEA projects some increase in prices towards the end of the period.

Neither case attempts to project the volatile path of prices between 2000 and 2020.

• Over 60% of the oil consumed in 2020 will be traded.

• The Middle East will supply about a third of world oil consumption, compared to

27% in 2000.

Variations around these reference cases are also described in the EIA and IEA reports. 

In reality, the results for 2020 depend on unpredictable events and developments

between now and then: a smooth development is very unlikely, even if the long-term

trend is in line with the projections. The following are examples.

Shocks are inevitable 

A “shock” — temporary increase in oil prices — occurred in 1979-80 as the Iraqi attack

on Iran followed the Iranian Revolution. A second shock occurred in 1990 as a result of

the Iraqi attack on Kuwait. (A regime change in Iraq might eliminate a previous cause

of oil shocks.) 

Temporary oil price increases could have effects on energy demand, mainly through the

effect of inflation, or more likely through monetary policy responses which would

depress economic activity in order to counter the inflationary effect of the oil price

increases. 

In 1998, a “shock” oil price collapse was triggered by the sudden halt in the growth of

developing country demand (which had been increasing at 1 million barrels per day per

year) and the failure of the OPEC member countries to respond by reducing supply.

                                           
9 The “emerging market economies” of the former Soviet Union are excluded from this
comparison.
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Such a “shock” (temporary collapse) can delay investment in capacity expansion,

especially by the private sector – companies’ cash flow will suffer, and some projects

would be deferred until there is a prospect of better oil prices.

Oil price shocks in either direction will inevitably affect gas prices and gas projects.

Even if gas prices are not explicitly linked to oil prices (as they have been in many

European and Japanese gas import contracts), oil and gas compete in the power market

and in some industrial and commercial space heating markets.

Commodity cycles are inevitable

Even without “shocks” – upward or downward – prices will fluctuate because demand

will change with unpredicted changes in economic activity and supply will change with

leads and lags in investments.

The growing share – now over 50% – of developing countries in world oil consumption

means that the economic instabilities of Latin America and Asia will be more important

in the future than in the past. Nearly 60% of the increase in global oil demand projected

from 2000 to 2020 is projected for developing countries, with over half the increase

expected in Asian developing countries. These projections depend on continuing higher

rates of economic growth (5.5% in Asian developing countries as a whole) which may

easily be interrupted or depressed for either economic or political reasons: most are

countries in the process of political as well as economic change. A further tenth of the

projected increase is shown for the oil exporting countries themselves, and is dependent

in turn on the growth of oil export revenues.

Another uncertainty in the demand for oil and gas is the future of nuclear electricity.

Current conventional wisdom projects a fall in the nuclear share of the power generation

market worldwide after 2010, mainly because no new nuclear stations have recently

been built (or are currently planned) in most of Europe and the North America.

Projections for new building of Asian capacity have been lowered. 

This situation could change at the expense of the demand for gas in Europe and the US,

and of oil and gas for power in some Asian countries. Policies to phase out current

nuclear plants before the end of their economic life are not absolutely certain to last in

Sweden and Germany. A new nuclear plant has been approved by the Finnish

parliament. The absolute decline forecast for nuclear power in Europe would be avoided
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if European governments introduced an economic incentive to recognize that

substituting nuclear for fossil fuels would reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In the US,

the current administration’s energy policy plans intend to speed up the approval process

for new nuclear plants. Uncertainty and delay is a major factor in making new nuclear

plants uneconomic. The Administration is seeking congressional approval for

completing the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste storage facility. 

On the supply side, the projections assume that the world will move out of the structural

surplus of oil production and export capacity which has prevailed almost continuously

since 1983 and still exists today. The IEO 2002 projection, for example, assumes oil

production capacity will increase by 44 million barrels per day between 2000 and 2020.

With two-thirds of the increase occurring in OPEC, 15% in other developing countries

and 15% in the Former Soviet Union. This projection envisages capacity in the Middle

East doubling, and in Saudi Arabia increasing by 130%. Such projections raise three

different questions.

The first question is about increasing concentration. Saudi Arabia is the only major

OPEC exporter which has significantly expanded its oil production capacity since 1983.

It undoubtedly has the reserves and the access to technical capacity to achieve the levels

projected for 2020. Such expansion would ensure its continuation as the world’s largest

oil exporter. Saudi exports would account for about a quarter of projected world

exports, and 15% of world oil consumption, compared to 17% of exports and 10% of

consumption today. 

The second question is about the feasibility of expansion by other exporters in OPEC.

Although the projected increase can be supported by known oil reserves, and in

principle could be financed against future oil revenue, there would be major

organizational challenges. Expansion in Kuwait is delayed by lack of domestic political

agreement on the role of foreign companies.  In Iran stiff terms are a deterrent for many

foreign companies. Investment faces UN sanctions (Iraq) and US sanctions (Iraq, Iran,

Libya, Sudan, Burma), and policy uncertainty (Venezuela).

The third question applies to all OPEC exporters. To expand before the market is certain

would risk a return to structural surpluses, high levels of competition between exporters,

and periods of low prices and low oil revenue. For every state exporter, a policy of

“wait and see” over the next 2-3 years could make sense.
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Meanwhile private sector investors in Russia, the Gulf of Mexico, Brazil, and offshore

West Africa are likely to maintain investment and limit the increase in the demand for

oil exports from the Middle East. Oil and gas supplies could also grow more slowly if

foreign investment is restricted because of investor scruples about issues such as human

rights, land exploitation, and environmental damage in certain developing countries in

Africa or Central Asia. Nigeria, Angola, Sudan, Burma are examples: Such “scruples”,

may be induced by the attitude of investment funds towards the shareholding in the

multinational companies open to criticism by NGOs and activists. There will be a risk

of government sanctions, such as the US sanctions on investment in Sudan and Burma.

The pace of investment may also be slowed by national companies (and governments)

in exporting countries which wish to avoid foreign scrutiny of internal political issues.

There is a parallel set of uncertainties about investment in natural gas supply. There is

in fact at the moment surplus of projects for LNG export and import facilities (Europe,

the US, China, India, Korea).  There are competing projects for new pipelines from

Canada to the US and from Central Asia to Turkey and South Europe. However, at the

same time there appears to be a lack of investment to sustain Russian production. The

expansion of Russian gas exports to Europe which was forecast five years ago seems

likely to be delayed. 

Sustainable futures?

The short and medium-term uncertainties described above have important implications

at the practical level – the timing of investments, the likelihood of cycles of surplus and

relative scarcity, and the possibility of short-term disruptions. In the longer term –

beyond 2010 and probably beyond 2020 – there could also be changes in the structure

of demand if serious policies take effect to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases. At

the moment there is a menu of policies. Some, as in the EU green paper, are aimed at

reducing the growth – and perhaps even reducing the level of demand – for fossil fuels.

These policies include energy “saving” by promoting – mainly by regulation and

“voluntary” agreements – more efficient technologies for energy conversion: for

example in new fuels for transportation, heating systems for buildings, and non-fossil

fuels for electricity generation. There are different emphases in different countries on

the various forms of policy: subsidizing new technology R & D (for example for road

transportation), carbon taxes, rationing of the rights to emit (tradable permits), or
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reserving quotas for the supply of “renewable” fuels for power generation. Some of

these policies sit uneasily within the framework of free trade and liberalised energy

markets.

The effect of these “sustainability” policies on the conventional projections of energy

demand for 2010-20 is at present within the range of normal forecasting errors. A

reversal of anti-nuclear policies in many European countries and some US states could

have a much bigger effect, reviving the growth of nuclear power from the existing large

industrial and technological base.

In general, the “sustainable” policies now under consideration require rapid expansion

of supply industries which are currently either small or uneconomic, and rapid changes

by consumers in the use and choice of their consumption equipment – cars and

buildings – for which current technologies offer available, competitive, and continually

improving energy services, and for whom energy costs are a minor part of their

expenditure.

The effect on energy security of some of these climate change policies is ambiguous.

“Saving” energy demand through more efficient space heating, cooling and commercial

and household electrical equipment will affect the demand for electricity and for the

fuels which generate it. Whether there is a security implication depends on the fuels

which are used in the power sector. If “dependence” on oil imports is seen as a security

risk for the OECD, expanding the use of non-fossil fuels for power generation is mainly

irrelevant. Only 3% of OECD electricity is currently generated from oil, and the

proportion is falling. (The situation is different in some developing countries). It is

substitution of natural gas (or nuclear electricity) for coal which will have the greatest

effect on greenhouse gas emissions, In the US, Australia, China, India the coal is

supplied mainly from domestic sources, but there are major coal imports to Japan,

Korea, and some European countries. 

In the transport section the ambiguities of “energy saving” policies are more subtle, but

more striking: if oil use is reduced through more efficient vehicle technology, taxation

on travel, and the development of energy-efficient urban mass transport the effect will

be a reduction in the demand for oil and therefore its price. The reduction in price will

somewhat mitigate the impact on consumption (the so-called “bounceback” effect), but

there could be a significant net reduction in oil demand. The result would be a lower oil
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price than in the projections of conventional wisdom. Lower oil prices will reduce the

relatively high cost production of oil in the OECD, offshore, and some non-OPEC

regions, but not in the Middle East or Africa or Venezuela, all of which are lower cost

suppliers. The share of the oil market supplied by the lower-cost OPEC sources would

increase rather than decrease. If “dependence on OPEC” is a source of concern, it will

not necessarily be alleviated by policies which significantly reduce oil demand.

The exporters’ perspective

Any oil importer concerned about the stability and security of future oil imports should

reflect on the much greater dependence of oil exporters on international trade for their

markets. 80% of all oil exports come from countries who depend on export markets to

sell more than 50% of their oil production. 50% of oil trade comes from countries which

export more than 80% of their production. (See Chart 1)

For the major and most export-dependent oil exporting countries, oil exports are 80-

90% of merchandise exports. Since many of the countries currently run trade surpluses,

oil exports are not only paying for imports but servicing debt or in some cases

contributing to a build up of foreign currency assets. In the major oil exporting countries

the oil exports also provide the biggest single source of government revenue.

For these exporting countries the growth and stability of export markets are critical to

their short, medium and long-term prosperity. 

Strengths and weakness of the exporters

For the oil exporting countries the problems of export dependence are aggravated by the

potential for competition.

OPEC is a very incomplete cartel. It covers 40% of current production, and less than

50% of production projected to 202010 However, there is a mechanism for allocating

OPEC production among member countries. Production in the main exporters is under

                                           
10 OPEC countries have nearly 80% of currently proved reserves of oil, as commentators
frequently point out. At some future time their share of production capacity might even exceed
this figure (as Non-OPEC reserves are being depleted faster). However, these figure take no
account of future discoveries. US Geological Services mean estimates the OPEC share at 40%
(30% in the Middle East) of “undiscovered resources”. Undiscovered resources are estimated
(mean estimate) to be equivalent to about 90% of current proved reserves (See World Energy
Outlook 2001 IEA Paris, 2001 pp. 44-50.
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government control11. Oil production (unlike production of, say, agricultural

commodities), can be varied quickly and without immediate effects on employment.

OPEC – an institution without executive power – is the forum in which such allocations

are agreed. These do not need to be agreed on a weekly basis. There is a dominant

supplier, Saudi Arabia, which has invested to expand capacity beyond current demand

(and could repeat such investments very quickly) and therefore has more flexibility than

any competitor to choose between volume and price to sustain revenue growth. Saudi

Arabia for the same reasons has the flexibility to make week-to-week and month-to-

month adjustments to respond to very short-term changes in the balance of supply and

demand in a more timely fashion than would be possible through co-ordination with

other suppliers.

Between 1979 and 2000 there was a structural surplus of production capacity – plant

and equipment – as well as of oil reserves, following the reaction of demand to the price

shocks of 1979-80 and the increase of supply from higher cost, non-OPEC sources at

the price levels prevailing. This surplus has re-emerged and is likely to continue for the

next 2-3 years following the slow-down in the world economy and the resumption of

expansion of non-OPEC supplies since prices recovered from their 1998-99 lows.

Since 1986 – with the exception of 1998-99 – the OPEC producers have been relatively

successful in allocating production from existing capacity in order to prevent a collapse

in prices. Adjustments to quarterly quotas have been made, often with difficulty and

sometimes with a delayed reaction to changing circumstance. 

The principle weakness of the “Cartel” is the lack of any process – or even principle –

for coordinating the expansion of production capacity. As the structural surplus

disappears – probably over the next few years - OPEC will face an entirely different

challenge from that which it has dealt with in the past. The OPEC countries, since they

took complete control of their oil industries in the 1970s, have had no experience in

regulating the allocation of new investment. Since 1979-80 the problem for OPEC

countries has been to allocate supply from existing capacity. For the future the

                                           
11 In countries where there is relatively small, private sector participation (Nigeria, UAE, Algeria,
Libya) private sector share production quotas. In Venezuela, under the now discontinued
policies of 1995-2002, all production cuts were effectively absorbed by the state oil company,
PDVSA.
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challenge will be to share out the expansion of capacity. There is no co-ordinated

planning of investment among the OPEC countries. 

For most major oil exporters the proven oil reserves available for export exceed current

production by multiples of 85 (Saudi Arabia), 67 (Iran) and over 100 (Iraq, Kuwait and

the United Arab Emirates). There are high multiples for Venezuela (64) and Libya

(57)12. Even after allowing for the expansion of production projected in “conventional

wisdom” forecasts these countries would have multiples of 30 or more. Some producers

(Algeria, Libya, Iran, Nigeria) are currently expanding capacity. The major potential for

competition in new capacity is, however, temporarily suppressed by the sanctions on

foreign investment in Iraq and in Iraqi exports.  

For the next few decades, therefore, as in the past, the oil market will have a structural

tendency to competition: competition between producers to bring their reserves to a

market which at current prices cannot absorb all the potential production. In the future,

competing investments will be the major threat to OPEC influence over oil prices.

The problem of competing by expansion is likely to be impossible for OPEC to solve.

During the period when physical capacity was in surplus, it was generally possible for

OPEC member countries to allocate current production on some kind of “status quo”

basis – often after changes in the status quo, accompanied by market disruptions. But

the status quo, whether measured by current production or current capacity, does not

reflect the different potential for expansion13. The challenge is further complicated by

the difference in the “need” of different countries for revenue. A significant share of

Middle East oil reserves, for example, are held by countries with very small populations

whose “need” for increasing oil revenue may be less urgent than that of countries where

the ratio is reversed – and all countries in the Middle East face the “needs” of

populations which are rapidly increasing in numbers. (See Chart 2)

The space for energy security policy

Long-term: the international potential

In the long term, the conventional outlook for energy and oil supply provides a basis for

believing that there will continue to be competition among suppliers of energy and

                                           
12 BP Statistical Review 2002.
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between the major exporters of oil in an open international market. The main policy

implications for the US (and other importing countries) are to uphold the freedom of

energy trade, to support the pricing mechanism to allocate supplies and investments and

to work to reduce or eliminate barriers to trade and investment. The Energy Charter

Treaty is the model for such policies, even if the US remains outside it. Even if the

treaty is not ratified by many major energy exporters, the US (and other importing

countries) may continue to advance its principles as opportunities occur through the

multilateral agencies with which the exporting governments are involved (World Bank

and IMF). However, the Treaty and its principles cannot provide a complete

prescription for policy. Because of the importance of the oil industry to the main

exporting countries it is never likely to be fully privatised. Key strategic decisions will

not be left to a diversity of private sector companies (which would inevitably mainly be

foreign companies, if investment opportunities were open to private competition).

Medium term: international and domestic incrementalism

Within this long-term framework the medium term offers the US many opportunities for

policy intervention on the lines sketched out in the Cheney Report14. This lists

opportunities for US policies outside the US which will increase supplies to, and

competition within the world market on which the US relies. These include support for

pipeline projects, such as the Baku-Ceyhan line for export from Azerbaijan, and support

for US investors in developing countries with oil or gas resources and in Russia. Many

of these initiatives do not require congressional action and are therefore not dependent

on the passage of the Energy Bills now before Congress. 

US energy policy, expressed in the National Energy Policy Report and the energy bills,

also supports the development of US domestic energy supplies: notably in clearing the

way for a resumption of expansion of nuclear power, the import of Canadian gas, the

opening of the Alaskan National Wildlife Reserve(ANWR) and concessions for a future

Alaskan gas transportation system. So far (except for completion of the nuclear waste

facility at Yucca mountain) these supporting policies are mainly procedural or

regulatory. Some – like the opening of ANWR – may not be passed by Congress.

                                                                                                                               
13 See John Mitchell et al The New Economy of Oil Chapter 7.
14 National Energy Policy Report, National Energy Policy Development Group, May 2001.
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On the demand side, the focus of subsidies for vehicle research and development has

shifted from general support for more energy efficient engines and vehicles to the

specific development of hydrogen as a fuel and the containment of the carbon dioxide

emissions which would be generated by the production of hydrogen from (US) coal.

European energy policies have gone further than the US in mandating the use of

“renewable energies”. This mainly means domestic non-fossil fuels (apart from nuclear)

for power generation.  The US already has in place a system for subsidising through tax

breaks and mandates the use of agricultural alcohols in gasoline. There is no suggestion,

in the US or other importing countries’ policies, of any attempt to “manage” medium

term price expectations, either globally of by segregating domestic energy markets from

world prices. The experience of the US and Canada in the 1970s and early 1980s

showed that such policies (designed to create multiple pricing systems for producers

and to impose prices for consumers based on averaging high and low cost supplies,

rather than market prices) delayed the response of consumers to evolving price

situations, created distortions among suppliers, and led to immense administrative and

legal complexity and cost.

Short-term: preparing for shocks

The remaining policy area remains the risk of short-term disruptions of supply with

corresponding rises of temporary price increases and actual physical shortages. If the

US (and other major importers) remain part of the international market so that

international shortages and prices are transmitted immediately, then the full range of

supply and demand responses available (which in the US case are extensive) will be

triggered. On the other hand, there are short-term inflexibilities, especially in the

transport system, and physical disruptions could have serious economic and political

effects. The key US policy (paralleled in the EU and Japan) is to support the

International Energy Agency as a vehicle for coordinating responses to supply

disruptions, and to build up strategic stocks of oil for use in such emergency situations.

In view of the growing importance of Asian oil imports, the effectiveness of the IEA

strategic stock agreements depends on their being extended by collaboration with Asian

importers who are not members of the IEA (such as China, India, Thailand).

The use of such stock in a supply disruption will of course have a price effect, but the

IEA and the current US administration are not committed to using such stock to achieve
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a price objective. To do so would expose them to responsibility for prices which in fact

they cannot control and would create all the moral hazards, familiar in the currency

markets, of creating targets against which speculators will take positions which

aggravate the problem.

Finally, there are simple political points. As described earlier, Saudi Arabia is the key to

short run stability of supply because it has had, and has invested to maintain a reserve of

production capacity. This was used in the Iranian revolution and the Iraqi invasion of

Kuwait15. Saudi Arabia has a web of complex relations with the US. US companies

provide the Saudi oil and chemical industries with a flow of technology and

management, and the Saudi defence forces with arms, training, and technical support.

The US-led alliance protected Saudi Arabia from invasion by Iraq in 1990 and before

that protected shipping through the Gulf against air attack from either Iran or Iraq.

Military bases and material are positioned in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere in the Gulf

which could be available if, as is most likely, it were necessary for the US again to

protect oil supplies from attack. In short, the stability of short-term oil supply is

underpinned by US military power, and the oil capacities of Saudi Arabia underpin the

stability of supply to the international market of which the US is a part. There is no

substitute for either end of this equation. No other power can offer the oil exporters in

the Gulf such protection; no other oil producer can offer the flexibility of supply which

Saudi Arabia can. The suggestion that Russia or Iraq could do so does not stand up to

examination. In the Russian case there is the reserve potential to create 1- 2 million

barrels per day of reserve capacity but at far higher investment cost than in Saudi

Arabia, and at the expense of expanding current exports. (In the Saudi case, reserves

dedicated to “spare” capacity might not be produced for several decades: there is no

present “opportunity cost” to the oil itself). Somewhat similar considerations would

apply to Iraq even if it were transformed by a change of regime into a trusted ally or

dependency of the US: A reformed Iraq will have a desperate need for maximising its

short and medium oil revenues to rebuild Iraq, pay debts, and pay reparations. To invest

                                           
15 Though in 1979, there was some weeks of uncertainty whether this would in fact occur, with a
disruptive effect on oil prices in the spot market which was then in the early stages of its
development. A little uncertainty about the availability of additional Saudi supplies during a crisis
would have a large effect on oil markets.
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beyond those needs to create international spare capacity would likely be a step too far

for whatever foreign entities would finance the investment.

Scope for “dialogue”

The idea of introducing more security and stability to the international oil trade by

means of “dialogue” or agreements between producing countries and consuming

countries has been in the compost heap of ideas since the mid 1980’s, when the OPEC

countries began to realise the limits of their ability to control the oil market. Ironically,

before September 1973, such a dialogue existed in the negotiations between OPEC

countries and the major oil companies which led in 1971 to the Agreements of Teheran,

Tripoli, and Geneva on prices, while volumes and investment plans had been the subject

of agreement between the pro-government of the OPEC countries and the oil companies

then operating the oil concessions. This system was destroyed by the OPEC decision of

Sept 1973 to set prices unilaterally, and the mechanisms for agreement on volumes and

investment plans disappeared with the participation, nationalisation and expropriation of

private sector oil company interests in the main oil exporting countries during the

1970s. These developments cannot be reversed. The problem is whether there is a

feasible mechanism for multilateral negotiation in today’s conditions of a global open

market in oil, and continuing government ownership and control of virtually all the

producing assets in most major exporting countries. “Dialogue” without negotiation is

always possible: the Biennial meetings of the International Energy Forum have

increasingly debated – or at least provided listening time – for statements about oil

market issues.

The Energy Charter Treaty does not fit the bill for negotiations with the main OPEC

countries for reasons mentioned earlier: its provisions, aimed at extending the

international system of trade and investment, include provisions for national treatment

and access to infrastructure, and unrestricted trade which cannot accommodate

continuing monopolisation of the oil sector by government in many exporting countries.

In theory, a UN commodity agreement for oil might be constructed within the terms of

article XVI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, to which Saudi Arabia is

currently seeking access. Such an agreement would, like the Energy Charter Treaty, be

based on principles of non-discrimination between members (and membership would be

open to all UN members). The UN commodity agreement model – largely discredited
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by the experience of Tin, Sugar, Wheat, Coffee and Cocoa agreements in the 1960s and

70s – could also provide for:

• Commitments by exporting countries to levels of national investment or

conditions for foreign investment in the expansion of capacity;

• Commitments by importing countries to avoid subsidies for local production of

oil or alternate fuels; 

• A rolling three–year price bracket, with undertaking by exporters that production

would not be restricted when prices were at or above the top of the bracket, and

undertakings by importers that if prices were at or below the bottom of the

bracket, imports from non-members would be restricted and domestic

production curtailed in line with any quotas imposed by the exporters on

themselves.

These types of provisions were designed, in the old-style commodity agreement, not so

much to provide security of supply, but to try to provide some stability over the medium

term in the price of internationally traded commodities where supply could not be

adjusted quickly and where adjustments of supply could be costly and difficult for

populations of peasant producers or labour-intensive mines.

In any oil agreement, exporting countries would undoubtedly also demand

commitments to limit and reduce the high levels of discriminatory excise taxation

applied to oil products in Europe and Japan. Importers would demand access for foreign

capital and technology to the undeveloped oil reserves.

Simply to write this list down illustrates the difficulties. The fact is that governments of

importing countries cannot guarantee demand or investment. In the short run, exporting

government enterprises, like private sector producers in importing countries, must

adjust supply to demand or face the price consequences. In the medium term, the factors

described earlier in this paper make inevitable the cycling of prices in response to leads

and lags in investment against unpredictable demand. In the long run, the large question

of future trends and structure of energy demand and the future use of fossil fuels will

not be made subject to agreement by the governments of oil exporting countries.
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A “dialogue” is thus unlikely to lead to negotiations on price stability. Could there be

negotiations about security? Perhaps there are two issues which in theory could be

discussed but in practice are unlikely:

• There could possibly be agreement on stocking and reserve capacity policies –

similar to and including the IEA emergency stock provisions but under

multilateral control – to be accessed in the event of supply disruptions16. The

main difficulty with this idea is the underlying political situation in the Middle

East, which contains most of the likely causes, as well as the most important

likely remedy (use of reserve capacity) for a supply disruption. The conditions

under which such disruptions occur are unlikely to create a politically neutral

atmosphere in which to reach agreement between exporting and importing

governments in the use of any multilateral stock or reserve capacity. Even

without this political complication, the example of other commodity agreements

(such as tin) suggest that the idea of a stockpile for price management purposes,

even in the event of short term market disruptions, would be a non-starter.

• There might be a multilateral agreement in which some menu of “non-

discrimination” against oil (taxation, anti-oil policies) by the importers was

traded against some measure of non-discrimination (against foreign investment)

by key exporting countries. There might be some mileage in this idea but the

negotiation would be extremely difficult, touching questions of fiscal

sovereignty in importing countries and sovereignty over resources in exporting

countries. It is not clear what the prize would be in terms of either supply or

market stability in addition to what is likely to result from the natural evolution

of policies in both sets of countries. The best check against discrimination of this

kind is that it generally hurts the discriminator.

The arguments against multilateral dialogues apply – in the case of oil at least – to

regional or bilateral dialogues. These would have the additional complication that any

privileges or commitments of substance granted by either party would limit its

                                           
16 It is sometimes said that Central banks have from time to time succeeded in managing
exchange rates at least by coordinated action in the face of crises. There have also been
spectacular examples of expensive failures to manage exchange rates. Moreover, currency is
different from oil – or any other physical commodity. Central banks can create currency instantly
by the stroke of a pen. Such miracles are not possible in the physical world.
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flexibility, the flexibility of importers to draw on a diversity of suppliers in response to

changing conditions, and the flexibility of exporters to avoid dependence on demand on

one particular market. Common prudence leads to diversification. Intergovernmental

agreements which limit flexibility and diversification would reduce, rather than

increase, security for both sides.

The situation is not quite the same in the case of gas, where new investments in long-

term infrastructure are required. In the case of pipelines across borders, these

investments are unlikely to be made by the private sector unless certain conditions are

established by intergovernmental agreement. These might refer to the construction of

the pipeline, the award of tenders, the acquisition of rights of way, operations, access,

tariffs, and the continuation of at least most-favoured-nation and national treatment for

exports in the market place and buyers at the source of export. To include target prices

and quantities, where markets are liberalised, would be difficult: the key might be to

permit a wide variety of commercial opportunities so that commercial risks could be

dealt with by business, while government agreements focussed on regulations for

market access, and finance and operation of cross-border infrastructure.

 

Recent events

The events of September 11 and the subsequent series of declarations of policy by the

US – “war on terrorism”, “the “axis of evil”, and “regime change” in Iraq – point to a

willingness by the US to rely more and more on its military power, used unilaterally, to

achieve policy objectives which could include energy security. On the other hand, the

collapse of the peace process in Palestine, continuing US support for Israel in the

latter’s aggressive security policies, and Arab reaction to the use of US military power

create a different political scenario. In this scenario there is increasing divergence

between political interests of the US and those who have cooperated with it in the past

in the Middle East. This may not result in direct confrontation. But the endless lesson of

the Middle East is that it is difficult for foreign powers to outstay their welcome for

long: this is the example of Britain and France in Iraq, Syria, Palestine and the Suez

Canal, and the US in Iran. At the very least, a Middle East government may delay and

defer investment in the expansion of its oil production. If all its main competitors arrive

at such policies, even if for different reasons, the competitive problems between them
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will be suppressed and market shares would be preserved. At the worst, the US

protecting power may find its licence to protect disappearing piecemeal, but rather

hurriedly, as surely as the foreign oil companies found their licences to operate

withdrawn thirty years ago.

Fall-back

The US is the world’s present superpower and hegemon (acting unilaterally as the

former, and as leader in the latter capacity). Its freedom of action and the security of all

those subject to its actions, depends on its being able to retain its economic, and military

dominance even if the international system fails. The table below shows regional

supplies in the Atlantic basin, Baltic and Mediterranean (excluding Middle East

pipelines) in 2001, compared to the net imports of the US and Europe (EU). Excluding

real world logistics and economics which determine actual trade movements, the net

balance is a deficit of 3.8 million barrels per day – about 11 % of consumption. The

consumption in turn includes about 6 million barrels per day in the US and 8 million

barrels per day in Europe of non-transportation markets, so that there would

theoretically be more than enough oil for transportation demand – essential for

economic and military security and not substitutable by other fuels. 

These are of course crude and simple figures: logistics matter, all oil cannot be switched

to transportation without new and expensive refining capacity. Substitution for oil in

some non-transportation sectors may be expensive. Nevertheless, the messages are that

in brutal terms, in a brutal situation, the West could survive without Middle East oil,

and the US could meet its transportation demand with North American oil only. A more

serious problem – if Middle East oil supplies were drastically curtailed – would be the

conditions of “survival” for Asia. Asia meets about half its oil consumption by imports

from the Middle East, compared to the 11% (minimum) 17% (actual) deficit in the

Atlantic-Mediterranean. The table illustrates the rough regional surpluses and deficits in

2001. The real export of over 1 million barrels a day from Europe to North America

explains most of the difference between the “Theoretical” call on the Middle East and

actual imports.

Million barrels per day US Europe
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Consumption 19.6 16.1

Production 7.7 6.8

Stock changes, non-fossil liquids,

etc

1.2 -0.3

Net imports 10.7 9.6

North American net exports 2.2

South American net exports 2.0

North African net exports 2.7

West Africa net exports 3

FSU net exports 4.7

Net balance =Theoretical call on

Middle East

3.5 2.2

Actual imports from Mid East 2.8 3.5

Source: BP Statistical Review 2002

Foul-up

The previous sections suggested a rough assurance of security “in the last resort”. In the

event of a collapse of the international system of oil trade, the US (and Europe) trade

could in very rough terms meet over 80% of their normal (2001) oil demand (and more

than their normal transportation fuel demand) from the Americas, Africa and the Former

Soviet Union. However, to create a “western fortress” oil market at the expense of the

international system would be the opposite of reassuring. Tariffs or quotas against the

Middle East while it was still producing and exporting would divide the world market

into two: a high-priced, protected market in “the west” and a low-priced market in “the

East”. A plit like this would give to Asian importing countries precisely that access to

cheap energy which they have so far tended to lack because of the dominance of

Western trading channels and the imperfections of oil markets in Asia. 
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Conclusion

In summary, the slogans of past energy security are not a good guide to the present

problems. All industrial countries depend to some extent on imported energy supplies,

but have the capacity to pay for imports over a wide range of price scenarios. Price

stability is not to be expected: there will be short term shocks to both buyers and sellers,

medium term cycles with leads and lags in adjusting supply capacity to demand, and

long term uncertainty about the effects of policies aimed at sustainability and protecting

the climate. The diversity and flexibility of international trade and investment offers the

best long and medium term security and is most likely to achieve adjustments at lowest

cost. Competition between oil and other fuels, and between major oil exporters to secure

markets for their oil reserves, will limit the possibilities for cartel behaviour. Short-term

disruptions do, however, create problems. These have been managed during the last

twenty years by a combination of actual or potential use of strategic stocks by importers

and reserve capacity by OPEC exporters, particularly Saudi Arabia. The role of Saudi

Arabia cannot be separated from its political relationships within the Middle East and

with the US. The immense flexibility of policy which the US now enjoys as a

superpower could be eroded by a weakening of the acceptance the US receives from

governments in the Middle East. In the last resort, if the international system fails, the

US and Europe could survive the termination of oil imports from the Middle East; Asia

could not, and the consequences for the world economy – including the US and Europe

– would be very bad. Attempts by the US – and Europe – to put barriers against trade in

Middle East oil “in case” would make the situation worse, not better for consumers in

the US and Europe who now benefit for access to competing, flexible oil supplies from

that region.
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